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This is the n E,:urvi.-.!y of Ficrid-A

d.3nLs.; !."1 Calay Aprj. 1 of 1971. It is th.l.
of a t...7o pa.oL dy at assessin;-,- levels informt..ion about and
pexceptions oF -Tochnical, and Adult I:Juca4c.ion in Florida.
The ro5ults are. 1-)r,.:-nted L! the six chaptuvs. The firL;t preL;ents an
overvie-d of Florida resic...'ents rt::sp:Dncled to queGtic.ns about

second chapter e-xo_rainc.s few differ=as which :Thund -Lc exist

between- the five ad::-..iii -1.-,ativc.,. Lis which the' Dlvi H..on of Vo-

Technical and Adult Education has cated -o in Fly- '11-17 th1 -_-...1

fc.)urth chapters exf.mine perceptions of and i-..--_formLitio;1 c: :'.1 -t VTAI-1; in a

rather detaile-1 fash::_on. The fifth chapter takes a stun:vary lock at thr,

interaction between perceptions and information. Finally,
chapter presents conclusions and nlcora-nendations which were felt: to be
pertinent.

Since the entire repot is rather extensive; we recomend that
those who are interested only in a overview of the results pay particular
attention to the first and last chapters. While we feel that each chapter
is important in its own right, these two chapters will provide the rader
with a reasonable overview of the entire project.

Finally, we would be remiss if we did not thank all of those whose
efforts wont into this project. It has been a monumental. task and
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certainly coul(1.1 not have bn coal ic::'Lc!-,1 li.t.hut th2 ei'fort at mous

prz,)11,. ?Jut spcial i4:o, of thak, it so to 'Oril, Carl \:.!. 21021)

tie Vilvtor of till, 1.)ivision of \locational i,i),6mica and 1\dult. 1:daz-

ton yid to .t.I.:! rzkrs of the. latioilal Comcil, leir \i'ilingt,4L?,ss to

find nal apploaclir, to Oz ion Nzinc and resource allocation ill st
cerrtaiiily illTOV2 t uaii of lifc far us all.



CI-TAPTER I

THE: PATIERNE OF RESPONSE - VERVIE,../

In this chapter, discussion will to a 1)1. IDY'es,,ntel-

tion of the o7erdll n,!..;u:ts for the whole 27-ate. Fdr each the

questions v:hich -zero_ asked in the survey, will present te frequency

for response .c: ries and rake a few bri,_ cm-Ile-Its. More detailed

analysis of seli-:ted variables will be reaer7-ed for later. 2.]1JCpter'S of the

report.

WO It-_':1-1T ta:7 2Ct a majority interviewed had not taken

part in an occupational training Drogram. In fact, as can be seen from

Table 1.1, only 20.6 percent of all respondents said that either they or

TABT F. 1.1

Have you or any other member of your farAily ever taken part
in an occupational training program

(Percentages)

Yes 20.6

No 79.1

Don't Know .3

Total 100.0

(N) (898)

3
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other membqrs of their f-aill;_ly had don so. We asked -the 20 percent who

indicated that they had participal;e:1 in an occu:7ational train_': : pro7n.ft

to descrit, program. These resin use shown in Tahle 1..
. Alm07L

half c... those who said th-lt. they had icipated in a progra::.

percent) cc ..1.3 tell us on:, the fie .I :rich they had Lr,-9i-dr- This

Lnclu:le:1 fields such as c=enters, ply: -. s=11crcLaries, -=-La

T -son- 1 and so fort..... None of _ad

t: 'TAE or any othef specif:_cL

TABLE 1.2

Kind of occupational training programs taken part in by
respondents or members of their families

(Percentages)

Junior College Program 5.8

VTAE Program Other Than Junior College 13.2

On-the-Job Training or Apprenticeship 9.0

Training in a Specific Field 49.2

Other Training 15.9

No Response 6.9

Total 100.0

(N) (189)

About one out of five did, however, indicate that their training

was through some kind of VTAE program. As can be seen, 5.8 percent of



these said that they eitLc-r had or ware eurrently participating in a

Junior College ppogram. -ce.;:Laining 13.2 percent said that their

training had been tia-ou!,,h come other phase of TrAE Drozicra;:).5_;. Almost

one out of ten respondents (9.0 percent) said that their training was

through an on-the-job or apprentice:1'1p progra2n. The remaining 22.°

percent of the . th3y had participated in

an occupational training program gave us very little information as to

the nature of their training. About 15.9 percent said only that they

were trained and did not tell us under what kind of program the training

took place. The remaining 6.9 percent gave no response at all.

After asking Florida residents whether they had actually partici-

pated in an occupational training program, we asked whether they had ever

considered entering some kind of vocational education program. The results

for the question are shown in Tahle 1.3. Clearly, as we might expect, a

majority (74.1 percent) had not personally considered vocational education.

TABLE 1.3

Personally considered entering a vocational educational
program

(Percentages)

Yes ?5.7

No 74.1

Don't Know .2

Total 100.0

(N) (898)
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The may well be systelnatic differences ariong those who have and have

not considered enterinq vocational education oroo--,,wr. .,1c will leave

the exploration of those possibilities until a later chapter of the

report.

Respondents w2ro asked to tell, in their own words, why they had

or had not considered entering a vocational education program. Tables

1.4 and 1.5, respectively, give these results.

TABLE 1.4

Why respondents had considered entering a vocational
education program

(Percentages)

To Acquire or Improve Skills 35.3

To Improve Self 4.5

To Improve Job or Pay Opportunities 17.8

No Reason Other Than General. Interest 4.5

Finish School or Get More Education 9.8

Other 23.6

No Response 4.5

Total 100.0

(N) (224)

Slightly over one-third (35.3 percf.nt) of the 25.7 percent who

had considered vocational education said that their reason was to improve
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existing or acquire r-Em sills. About one out: of five (17.8 percent)

said that th:v had considered vocational education in aoder to IT:prove

job or oay con:litions. Other caLegorics mentioned were p,eneral improve-

rcnt of one's self (4.5 percent) , grmer,,1 i_nterc,st (4.5 percent), and

finishing school (9.8 percent).

Table 1.5, as we have said shows the reasons which people gave

for not having considered vocational education. Not unexpectedly, a

TABLE 1.5

.Why respondents had not considered entering a vocational
education program

(Percentages)

Ne.r Thought About It 3.2

La6k of Tine or Money 4.9

Already Have Job or Skill 27.9

In or Went to College
10.5

Feel No Desire or Need 8.7

Housewife
10.8

Know of No Opportunities in the Area 2.3

Ti o Old
18.4

Other
8.3

No Response 5.0

Total 100.0

(h) (673)
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number of r:;s-,I;ond,mts (27.9 percent) silnply said that they had a job

or skill .:;_l-rft, therefoye, wefe uninterested in vocational education.

This, in fact, is the sing]o larLet category of response. About one

out of ten (10.5 percent) indicated that they were either currently in

college or a college graJuate and also felt no desire for vocational

training. The remaining responses are somewhat more interesting.

Almost one out of every five respondents said that he felt he

was too old to consider a vocational program. While this will be

examined more closely at a later stage of this report, one or two com-

ments seem pertinent here. Florida is widely known as a retirement

state and the proportion of population over 65 years of age is growing.

As this trend continues, it may become more and more important from both

a social and economic viewpoint to ensure that senior citizens are

clearly informed as to the varied opportunities which are available to

them through vocational education programs. The results presented here

seem to indicate that this N.17 not currently be the case.

About one in ten (10 percent) of the respcndents indicated that

she was a housewife and as such had no time or interest in vocational

education. Here again, it seems evident that, in our changing society,

alternatives can he presented to women who wish to play the role of

housewife while maintaining interests outside of that role. Both house-

wives and senior citizens are two groups of potential clients who should

not be ignored when public information programs are developed. Finally,

about one out of twenty respondents suggested that they lacked either
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the time or the money to enroll in vocational education programs. As

we will show later, the belief that vocational education, is both time

conswing and expensive may, especially among certain subzroups, be

based upon misinformation. If so, it must be effectively destroyed

through public inform ration efforts.

The next set of questions deal with how people perceive vocational

education. We attempted to assess feelings in .L7;,:o different ways. The

first way was through what is generally called an "open ended" Question.

This is a question which allows the subject to respond freely and say

whatever comes to his mind. The second technique was to assess how

respondents felt about specific discussions of vocational education

through the use of a series of questions with which they could simply

agree, disagree, or indicate that they were undecided.

The open ended question asked, "Generally speaking, what comes

to your mind when you think of vocational education?" The responses

and the frequencies for each one are shown in Table 1.6. The most

striking feature in the responses is the low frequency of any kind of

negative reaction to vocational education. Indeed, only 3.1 percent of

all respondents had negative remarks. Clearly, regardless of other

conclusions about the image of vocational education in Florida, it can

safely be said that there is certainly very little overt hostility.



TABLE 1.6

1,1tit comes to mind Ten-..-zm you think of vocational education

(Percent-a-,.;.as)

Specific Trades or Skills 16.9

Train rig or Education 26.11

Govern::-K.Int Pr.,,grams 3.3

Specific Vocational Schools 1.1

General Positive Reaction 16.5

General Negative Reaction 3.1

Vocational Education Takes Place of College 1.9

High School Programs 1.2

Private School Programs 2.8

General Reference to Work 4.8

Other 6.9

Nothing, No Response 15.0

Total 100.0

(N) . (898)
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The most frequently given answer, to the question was that voca-

tional 'ducation brunt to mind training or education. Generally,

interviewees who made this response had little else to say on the matter

even when the interviewer probed. Slightly over one-fourth (26.4 per-

cent) of the respondents gave this answer.

About one out of six (16.9 percent) said that they thought of

various trades such as plumbers, electricians, mechanics and so forth.

About the same number (16.5 percent) simply gave a positive response.

People who answered in this category made comments such as, "It's great,"

or "I think it's wonderful ," or "We need more of it."

Vocational education was not associated, by large numbers of

people, with government programs (3.34 percent), programs which take the

place of high school (1.9 percent), high school programs, work in general

(4.8 percent) or private schools (2.8 percent).

As we consider these responses, two points should not be overlooked.

The first, which we have already discussed, is that vocational education

seems to evoke responses from the public which are either positive or

neutral. They most certainly are not negative. Second, responses to

this question generally seemed to lack depth which might reflect a

meaningful understanding of the nature of vocational education in Florida.

Respondents seemed to know that vocational education had something to do

with training, or specific skills or felt that it was good, but they were

not able to go beyond these kind of simple responses. We will comment

further on the extent of low information levels in a later chapter of

this report.
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The seconr: ,,ur effort to assess perceptzions of VTAE was

a series of seven stat=.!:::ents about vocational education to which

respondents could agree, disagree, or say that they were undecided. The

results for this group of questions arc shown in Table 1.7.

Generally, responses were nost favorablein regard6 to VTAE.

Two-thirds of the sample (67.6 percent) agreed that mare emphasis should

be put on job training and technical education than on preparation for a

university. About the same number (68.6 percent) felt that vocational

education could be as useful as a college degree. An overwhelming 82.4

percent disagreed with the proosition that vocational education does

not really improve chances for job success. An even higher percentage

(92.2 percent) agreed that vocational education helps people get jobs

with better pay and only slightly fewer (86.3 percent) did not see being

middle aged as affecting one's decision to participate in vocational

education.

There are, however, two very important exceptions to this other-

wise extremely positive reaction to VTAE. First, many respondents felt

that most people don't have the time to enroll in vocational education

programs. While it is true that a majority (59.6 percent) disagreed

with this statement, a significant minority either agreed (27.6 percent)

or said that they were undecided (12.8 percent). Second, and perhaps

more important, 40.3 percent of all respondents agreed with the proposi-

tion that most people don't have the money to enroll in vocational

education programs. Mbreover, 11.4 percent were undecided. Thus, only
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TABLE 1.7

selr2cted dimensions of 1T-11_:,'

(Percentages)

.Agree

More emp hasis on vocational
education than on college. 67.6

People don't have time to
enroll in vocational
education. 27.6

People don't have the money
to enroll in vocational
education.- 40.3.

Vocational education can be
as useful as a college
degree. 68.6

Vocational education doesn't
improve chances for job
success. 8.4

Vocational education helps get
jobs with better pay. 92.2

After middle age, vocational
education is out of the
question. 6.4

Undecided Disagree Total (N)

14.7 17.7 100.0 (890)

12.8 59.6 100.0 (890)

11.4 . 48.3 100.0 (897)

15.0 16.4 100.0 (895)

9.2 82.4 100.0 (895)

4.9 2.9 100.0 (893)

7.3 . i6.3 100.0 (892)
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48.3 percent: rcspondi2d in a fas1)on which indicated a positive reaction

to VTAT: on this di:.:-:2nsion. Indeed, this is the only item to which less

than a majority responded favorably. ahe low level of positive response

to both of these questions is greatly miignified when one recalls the

sizable majorities which responded favorably to all other questions in

this group.

These are areas which must- be kept in mind during the development

of public infor..tion programs. While other considerations may be

important to those who think of entering vocational proLLams, it is

clear that time and money are probably among the most important.

Although we will suhject these variables to closer analysis later in the

report, it can be 'd here that they provide a starting point to

increasing participation in VTAE programs.

Finally in this section, we asked respondents to choose the name

which they liked best for job training programs. The results for this

question are shown in Table 1.8. Slightly over one-third (35.2 percent)

chose Career Education while 24.4 percent chose Vocational Education and

21.6 percent chose Occupational Education. About one out of five'

respondents (18.8 percent) were unable to answer the question. While

Career Education gained more support than either of the other two possi-

bilities, it seems clear that there is little consensus on this question.
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TABLE 1.8

A name for job training programs

( Percentage s )

Vocational Educa ion

Occupational Education

Career Education

Don't Know

Total

(N)

24.4

21.6

35.2

18.8

100.0

(898)

The final series of eleven questions attempt to assess both

levels of awareness and information about VTAE. These questions fall

into three categories. The first deals with public awareness of various

kinds of advertising efforts, the kind of media through which respondents

recall having heard the advertising and what was recalled about the ad-

vertising itself. We have also gathered this same kind of information

about the new program which is currently being adverLised called Success.

Second, we have attempted to understand the extent to which people know

of vocational opportunities both in their home area and throughout the

state. Finally, there are three items which reflect specific kinds of

information about VTAE.

When asked whether they had seen or heard some kind of advertising

relating to vocational education, a surprising 65.5 percent of the

respondents indicated that they, indeed, had. At least to the extent
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TABLE 1.9

Seen or heard advertisin5; about vocational education

(Percentages)

Yes 65.5

No 30.4

Don't Know 4.1,

Total 100.0

(N) (898)

that people are able to recall having seen or heard advertising, existing

public information p/ograms seem to be having some impact. As will be

pointed out below, however, this may be quite misleading.

The single most frequently mentioned source of information about

vocational education, as shown in Table 1.10, was television. Almost

35 percent of the respondents reported that this was their prime source

of information. The next most frequently mentioned source was newspapers

with 22.8 percent indicating them as their primary source of information.

Radio and billboards were reported as a primary source of infor-

mation by only a few of those interviewed (3.2 percent and .3 percent

respectively). About one person out of five reported that this infor-

mation came from a combination of sources.

As we have suggested above, respondents who had seen or heard

advertising were asked to mean_ what was stressed in the advertising.

It is important to remember that this question was asked only of those
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TA.BI. F 1.10

Sours of informatnn about vocational education

(Perc_'nte.1E=s)

Television . 34.8

Radio 3.2

Newpaper 22.8

Billboard .3

Combination 19.9

Other 11.2

Don't Know 7.8

To al 100.0

(N) (588)

who reported having seen or heard advertising. A rather dismaying, if

not completely surprising result, is shown in Table 1.11. Of the 65.5

percent who reported having seen or heard advertising about vocational

education, 55.3 percent reported that they could not recall anything at

all that was stressed in the advertising. This finding overshadows any

other results presented in the

A few simple calculations provide us with an even more disturbing

result. That is, only 29.3 p~ cent of-the respondents who said that they

had scs_27 cr heard advertisi.:1: about voctional eduction were also able

to re:-701 anything at all about- what was stressed the advertising:

Moreov,:-.; it must be noted tht there is no rea] within the context
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TABLE 1.11

Recall what was stressed in advertising

(Percentages)

Specific Trades 6.5

Specific Vocational Schools 10.1

Other Schools 1.1

Training or Education 6.5

Government Programs 3.8

Career or Personal Advancement 5.9

Other 10.8

Nothing, No Response 55.3

Total 100.0

(N) (555)

of this study, to assess the accuracy of the recollections by the 29

percent. It is certainly not unreasonable to assume that a number of

them incorrectly recalled the content of any advertising which they

might have seen. When this kind of error is considered, it is clear

that the number of respondents who had both seen advertising and could

accurately recall its content is disturbingly low.

While we hesitate to draw any firm conclusions at this stage of

analysis, it must be pointed out here that public information efforts

which are channeled solely through the mass media appear to have some

serious problems associated with them. While they seem to rake a number
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of people aware of vocational education, or at least that vocational

education is being advertised, there are c:)me real questions about the

depth of information which is being transnitted. we have no data

to support this contention, we 'strongly suspect that a decision to enroll

in a vocational education program is substantially different from a

decision to vote for a political candidate or to buy a particular brand

of soap. If for no other reason, this argument seems to have some face

validity on the basis that a decision to participate in a vocational

education program requires a commitment which commands more of an indi-

vidiva's resources than do the more ephemeral decisions to vote for a

candidate or to purchase a certain brand of soap. It, therefore, seems

clear to us that an image-making approach to public information does not

meet the needs of VTAE. We will return to this question at a later

stage of this report.

We next asked respondents whether they had ever heard of an orga-

nization called Sucess. We expected, of course, that affirmative

answers to this question would be very low since'advertising had only

just begun when our survey work was completed. As Table 1.12 shows, our

expectations were borne out. Only 9.6 percent of the respondents indi-

cated that they had heard of Success. Of those, 76.8 percent either did

not know where they had hear3 of Success or indicated that they had heard

of it somewhere other than television. This, of course, was -,ot possible.

Moreover, of the 9.5 percent who said that they had heard of Success,

only 1.8 percent could make any guess at all as to what it might be. It

is safe to conclude that very few people have heard of the program.
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Now, let us turn our attention to

opportunities for vc.cational education.

this area of inforvation. The first two

what people know about the

Four questions were used to tap

were, "Are there any opportuni-

ties for vocational education where you live?" and "How about Florida in

general, would you say that there are very many opportunities for voca-

tional education here?" The results are shown in Table 1.13.

TABLE 1.13

Opportunities for vocational education

(Percentages)

Yes No Don't Know Total (N)

Opportunities Where You'Live 51.4 28.0 20.6 100.0 (89e)

Opportunities in Florida 48.9 20.0 31.1 100.0 (898)

As will readily be seen, there are a few differences between answers to

these two questions. First, while a majority (51.4 percent) said that

there were opportunities for vocational education in the area where they

lived, slightly less than a majority (48.9 percent) said that there were

opportunities in Florida generally. Further, a higher proportion

answered "don't know" when queried about Florida (31.1 percent) than did

so when queried about their home area. These results are not particu-

larly surprising inasmuch as we might well expect people to be somewhat

better informed about the area in which they live than other areas of

the state.
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The results shown in Table 1.14 provide us with somewhat more

interesting results. Resoondnts who said that there were opportunities

for vocational education were asked to nr;ne. some of them, both for their

TABLE 1.14

Opportunities for vocational education

(Percentages)

Home Area Florida Generally

Named One Center 37.8 12.8

Named Two Centers 13.7. 5.1

Named Three Centers 5.1 1.1

Named Four or More Centers 2.1 .6

Only Programs Mentioned or
No Response 41.3 80.4

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (468) (453)

home area and the state. We accepted only those answers which referenced

specific facilities for vocational education. While this may be a some-

what stringent requirement, 'it is justified on the basis that it is

relatively meaningless to know that there are opportunities to learn the

skills of a mechanic without knowing where one might go in order to do so.

We did, however, separately code those responses where names of skills

which could be learned were given. They are also presented separately

in the table.
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A majority of those hD said that thcre were opportunities for

vacationed education in the area 1,,ce they lived were able to name at

least one center where such opportunities were available. About four

out of ten (41.3 percent), however, were ui able to do so. Considering

both the parcenta.FLe who said that there were opportunities and the per-

centage who were able to name at least one opportunity, we find that

only 30.2 percent of these respondents were able to do both.

The same pattern prevails when opportunities throughout the state

are considered. The effect, however, is greatly magnified. Indeed,

only 9.6 percent of the respondents who said that there were opportuni-

ties throughout the state were able to name at least one center where

such opportunities might be available.

This leads us to the early conclusion that levels of specific

information about vocational opportunities is abysmally low. It seems,

in fact, that while about half of the population thinks that there are

opportunities for vocational education, only a small proportion of that

half can say what those opportunities might be. .The other half of the

population suffers from either a lack of information or misinformation.

Finally, we Lurn to three items which were designed to tap some

specific bits of information about VTAE. In the first, we asked

respondents whether they thought vocational education programs were for

young people only, adults only, or both. As Table 1.15 shows, almost

nine out of ten respondents correctly answered that vocational education

programs were for both young people and adults.
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TABLE 1.15

Vocation:22 educatjon for young; auults or both

(Percentages)

Young 7.4

Adults .6

Both 89.8

Don't Know 2.3

Total 100.0

(N) (898)

We also asked whether people in vocational education programs

can go to college. The results for this question are contained in

Table 1.16. While the trend is not as strong as on the previous

TABLE 1.16

Can vocational education students go to college

(Percentages)

Yes

No

Don't Know

Total

(N)

75.1

4.8

20.1

100.0

(898)
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question, a clear majority
(71.5 percent) indicated that, .indeed,

people in vocational education programs could go to college. It should
be noted that many of those who did not give an affirmative answer
simply indicated quite honestly that they did not }sow.

We finally asked residents if they had heard of any vocational
youth organizations. As Table 1.17 shows, only slightly over four in

TAKE 1.17

Heard of vocational youth: organizations

(Percentages)

Yes
42.1

No
46.8

Don't Know
11.1

Total
100.0

(N)
(898)

ten gave a positive answer. Moreover, as is shown in Table 1.18, when
we asked what some of these

organizations were, slightly over six out
of ten either gave no response or gave no correct response. It appears
then that little is-known about vocational

opportunities which are
available to young people.
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TABLE 1.18

Names of vocational youth organizations

(Percentages)

Named One Organization 31.7

Nand Two Organizations 5.8

Named Three or More Organizations 1.6

No Correct Response or No Response 60.9

Total 100.0

(N) (379)
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Summary

Two rather clean patterns emerge as one reflccLs on this broad

overview of the data. First, perceptions of VTAE seem to be generally

positive. This is not without exception, however. It was found, for

example, that on the two crucial programs, responses were not nearly so

positive as on other dimensions. We have conjectured that this effect

may be magnified among various subgroups of the population. Chapter III

will consider this question in some detail. We have also noted that a

number of respondents indicated that they thought that their age was a

limiting factor in any decision to participate in vocational education

programs. Likewise, many women suggested that their roles as housewives

and mothers prohibited participation in vocational programs. We sug-

gested that in both of these cases adequate awareness of the varied pos-

sibilities offered by VTAE may be lacking.

Second, information about vocational education seems to he rather

low. That is perhaps an understatement. It seems that the more specific

the information required, the lower the levels of public information.

In this vein, we suggested that there is some serious question as to the

role that the mass media can play when it is used in an image making

fashion. Some innovative and persistent thinking and experimentation

may well be needed to solve this problem. We will say more about levels

of information in the last chapter of the report.
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in the next chapter, the data will be examined in order to

determine what, if any, differences cxist bet7.,ieen. each of the five

administrative VTAE districts in Ficr_sida.



CE:=17TER II

DISTRIC: DIFFER :NCES

This chapter -.2xamines differences which were observed across the

five districts in which the survey was administered. As can be seen by

. the examination of themap on the following page, Each of these districts

corresponds to an administrative area created by the Division of Voca-

tional, Technical and Adult Education. District I is comprised of the

counties in Northwest Florida and the Panhandle. District II is in the

Northeastern section. District III is made up of the counties in the

Central East Coast region, extending across the center of the state to

the West Coast. District IV includes those counties on the Southern

West Coast commonly referred to as the Suncoast and several counties in

the center of the state. Finally, District V includes the Southern tip

of the state as well as a number of Southeastern coastal counties.

28
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Upon examination of the data gathered frau each of the five

districts, we were rather surprised to find that, by and. large, patterns

of responses in one district were much like those of any other district.

Differences were found to exist on only six of the variables for which

data was collected. As will be seen shortly, even these differences

tend to be small and more often than not, meaningless.

The first difference occured when respondents were asked to tell

us what came to their mind when they thought of vocational education.

As can be seen in Table 2.1, there were three major response categories

which account for over 70 percent of all answers in each district except

District V. There, the figure is a slightly lower 67.5 percent. That

is, about seven out of ten respondents either said that specific trades

or skills, training or education or some positive response came to mind.

All other responses account for only about three out of ten respondents.

There are some small differences between districts, however,

which should be noted. Specific trades such as mechanics, plumbers,

carpenters, and so forth were most frequently mentioned in conjunction

with vocational education by those in District I (29.7 percent of

District I respondents gave this answer).

District I was followed in order by District II (23.4 percent),

District II (17.9 percent), District V (17:8 percent) and finally

District III (13.3 percent). Training or education came to the minds

of those in District V most frequently with 38.8 percent making this

response. Districts II and III run close behind with 36.8 percent and
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TABLE 2.1

What vocational education brings to mind
by

district

(Percentages)

District
Specific
Trades

Training
or

Education

General
Positive
Reaction

All
Other
Responses Total (N)

I 29.7 17.6 23.0 29.7 100.0 (74)

II 17.9 36.8 20.0 25.3 100.0 (95)

III 13.3 34.5 26.5 25.7 100.0 (113)

IV 23.4 22.5 24.3 29.8 100.0 (111)

V 17.8 38.8 10.9 32.5 100.0 (129)

34.5 percent respectively. Slightly mre than 22 percent of the

respondents in District IV made this response and only 17.6 percent of

those in District I. Generally positive responses were made most fre-

quently by those in District III with all other districts except V in

the same range. In the fifth district only slightly over one out of

every ten residents made a positive response.

As we have said, these differences are not large. Perhaps we

can more succinctly summarize differenCes in the table by pointing out

that when all responses but the three major ones under consideration

are excluded, the modal tendency in District I was to think of
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vocational edfcaLion in ter:1-s of specific trades. In District II, III,

and V, the modal tendency was to think of VTAE in terms of training or

education. Finally, in District IV, the tendency was to think of voca-

tional education in teens of some kind of positive framework devoid of

any specific substantive content.

Differences also occured when we asked respondents whether they

had heard of Success. These were not wholly unexpected. Advertisements

for Success were beginning to be aired over local television stations

when we had completed approximately three quarters of our interviewing.

Thus, since interviews were completed for each district before moving to

the next (beginning with District I and ending with District V), we

expected some respondents in Districts IV and V to have seen the adver-

tising prior to having been interviewed. As Table 2.2 shows, this

apparently did occur. Slightly over 12 percent in each of these two

districts indicated that they had, indeed, heard of Success. However,

this is probably a high estimate of the number of people who had actually

heard of the program. District I shows 9.9 percent and District III

show::: 8.1 percent of the respondents indicating that they had seen or

heard about Success. This seems, if not impossible, highly unlikely.

Certainly in District I it was impossible for people to have heard of

the program through any kind of public media advertisements. A good

guess is that these individuals were either mistaken or, as sometimes

occurs in survey research, simply told the interviewer what they thought
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TABLE 2.2

Heard of Success
by

district

(Percentages)

District Yes No Total (N)

I 9.9 90.1 100.0 (101)

II 1.6 98.4 100.0 (128)

III 8.1 91.9 100.0 (123)

IV 12.2 87.8 100.0 (123)

V 12.7 87.3 100.0 (134)

he wanted to hear. On this basis, it can probably be safely assumed

that the percentage of respondents who actually had heard of Success in

Districts IV and V was substantially less than ten.

The third variable on which some minor differences between

districts occured was on the question of whether those who are enrolled

in vocational education programs can go to college. The results for

this question are shown, by district, in Table 2.3. As we have noted

earlier, a majority of the respondehts throughout the state correctly

responded that vocational education students could go to college.

Examination of Table 2.3 shows that this conclusion is also to be

reached in each of the five districts. There arc, however, some
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TABLE 2.3

Can people in vocational educa.tion
prograJ:s go to college

by
district

(Percentages)

District Yes No Do Not Know Total (N)

I 78.2 2.0 19.8 100.0 (101)

II 82.6 2.3 15.2 100.0 (132)

III 72.9 3.1 24.0 100.0 (129)

IV 75.0 3.1 21.9 100.0 (128)

.V 71.4 9.3 19.3 100.0 (140)

variations. District III ranks highest on this question with 82.6 per-

cent of the respondents giving an affirmative answer. District V ranks

lowest with about 11 percent fewer respondents giving an affirmative

answer. It should also be noted that District V shows the highest pro-

portion of "no" responses. Thus, while many respondents in each of the

other four districts said "don't know", about one out of ten in District

V were simply misinformed on the question.

Differences were next found on the question of whether high

schools and junior colleges should put more emphasis on job training

than on preparation for a university. The findings for each district



are shown in Tahle 2.4. The highest 7evel of supI)ort for more emphasis

on vocational education was found in District Ill where 75.0 percent of

TABLE 2.4

More emphasis on vocational education
by

district

(Percentages)

District Agree Undecided Disagree Total (N)

I 52.5 32.3 15.2 100.0 (99)

II 71.8 9.9 18.3 100.0 (131)

III 75.0 12.5 12.5 100.0 (128)

IV 66.9 18.1 15.0 100.0 (127)

V 68.3 8.6 23.0 100.0 (139)

the respondents agreed with the proposition. District III was followed

rather closely by Districts II, V, and IV respectively. District I

shows the lowest level of agreement with only 52.5 percent of the

respondents doing so. About one out of three respondents in District I

indicated that they were undecided on the question.

It should also be noted that although District V shows about two-

thirds of all respondents indicating support for more emphasis on voca-

tional education, this district also has the highest proportion
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(over one out of every five) of the respondents ::lo disagreed with the

notion of more cmDhasis on vocational education. This suzgests that

there may be mor polarization of opinions here than elsewhere in the

state.

As is shown in Table 2.5, diffel'ences were found when we asked

whether vocational education could be just as useful as a college degree.

TABLE 2.5

Vocational education can be just as useful
to me or my children as a college degree

by
district

(Percentages)

District Agree Undecided Disagree Total (N)

I 70.0 10.0 20.0 100.0 (100)

II 58.3 15.2 26.5 100.0 (132)

III 73.6 8.5 17.8 100.0 (129)

IV 70.9 15.0 14.1 100.0 (127)

V
. 68.6 20.0 11.4 100.0 (140)

On this question, all districts except the second were rather closely

united in their agreement with the statement. In District II, over one

out of four flatly disagreed with the statement and only 58.3 percent

agreed.
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Finally, we take pa sing note of ractions in each district when

we asked res:-on;jents to select a namr.1 for various kinds of job training

programs. The options pr.o.ided v:erc Vocation;A Education, Occupational

Education and Career Education. Results are shown in Table 2.6.

TABLE 2.6

A name for VT.AE programs
by

district

(Percentages)

District
Vocational
Education

Occupational
Education

Career
Education

Do Not
Know Total (N)

I 24.7 15.5 39.2 20.6 100.0 (97)

II 24.6 23.1 30.0 22.3 100.0 (130)

III 18.1 30.7 , 33.9 17.3 100.0 (127)

IV 19.4 27.4 37.1 16.1 100.0 (124)

V 34.8 15.9 39.4 9.8 100.0 (132)

We noted in the previous section that there was no clear choice

of the majority with respect to a name for these programs. The same

holds true for each of the five districts. In District I, about two

out of five selected Career Education, but one out of four selected

Vocational Education and over one out of ten chose Occupational
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Education. District II is even more closely divided with the largest

category (Career 2ducation) amounting to only three cut of ten

respmdents. District III tended to go somewhat more heavily for either

Occupational Career Education with less than one out of five selecting

Vocational Education. District IV is very similar to District III with

the exception that Career Education s ems to be slightly more popular.

Finally, District V shows the highest level of support for both Voca-

tional and Career Education with Occupational Education getting only

slightly more than one out of every ten respondents.

Clearly there is no overall choice of a name for vocational

programs which is popular with the majority of people in each district.

Indeed, the only thing that can be noted is that a plurality, however

small, in each district chose Career Education.



CilAPTER III

PERCEPTION OF VOCATIONU EDUCATION

We noted in Chapter I that, with a few exceptions, VTAE enjoys a

most positive image in Florida. In this chapter, we will explore what

various groups of people think about vocational education in somewhat

more detail. In particular, we will deal with five of the questions

which were used to tap the kinds of feelings people have about VTAE.

They are, in the order of discussion, (1) "Generally speaking, what

comes to mind when you think of vocational education?", (2) "Why have

(haven't) you considered entering a vocational education program?",

(3) "High schools and jaricr colleges should put more emphasis on job

training and technical education ti' n on preparation for a university.",

(4) "Most people don't have the time to enroll in vocational education

programs.", and (5) "Most people don't have the money to enroll in voca-

tional education programs."

In Chapter I other variables were included in this group of per-

ception questions. They have been excluded from further analysis in

this section for one or both of two reasons. First, variables were

excluded for which there was a high degree of consensus among respondents

about the answer. Thus, for example, "Vocational education helps people

get jobs with better pay" was excluded because ovar 92 percent of the

public agreed with it. In those cases, meaningfil analysis of the dif-

ferences between the kinds of people who are likely to agree or disagree

39



is not possible because of the small number disagreeing. Second,

variables were excluded from analysis when they were not significantly

related to independent variables.* That is, when knowing a person's

sex or race, for example, was unable to help us better understand the

response that he made, the variable was excluded from further analys5s.

The variables which have been included provide an excellent base

through which a rather clear understanding should emerge about the nature'

of the kinds of people who have more or less positive images of voca-

tional education.

What Vocational Education Brings to Mind

We will first examine how various groups of people responded when

they were asked to tell, in their own words, what vocational education

brought to mind. As in Section II, only the three major response cate-

gories are considered, the others providing too few cases for meaningful

analysis.

Table 3.1 examines the differences between men and women. As can

be seen, both sexes tended to answer this question in much the same

fashion. Women were slightly more likely than men to say that either

specific skills or training or education came to mind. Males, on the

,' Independent variables are variables such as sex, race, income, edu-
cation, whether a person has taken'part in vocational program and
so forth.
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other hand, were slightly more likely to make a positive comment than

were women. Again, there were no truly significant patterns of dif-

ference between the responses of these two groups.

TABLE 3.1

What vocational education brings to mind
by

respondent's sex

(Percentages)

Sex
What Comes to Mind Male Female

Specific Skills 18.1 21.3

Training or Education 28.0 33.3

Positive Reaction 21.2 18.1

All Other Responses 32.7 27.3

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (321) (4-41)

Next we consider response differences between racial groups.

Table 3.2 shows that non-whites (9.1 percent) were significantly less

likely than whites (21.1 percent) to define vocational education in

terms of specific skills. They were, however, more likely to make

some positive response. About 30.3 percent of the non-whites did so



while only 18.2 percent of the whites did. This somewhat greater

tendency on the part of non-whites to make a positive response to this

question must not, however, be taken to mean tLa.t nen-whites are more

favorFibly disposed to VTAE programs than are whites. We will show later

in this report that non-whites are among the least informed about VTAE

and, indeed, with regard to some specific dimensions of VTAE, are prob-

ably more negative than whites.

TABLE 3.2

What vocation or education- brings to mind
by
race

(Percentages)

Race
WhaL Comes to ItInd White Non-White

Specific Skills 21.1 9.1

Training or Eduaation 30.7 33.3

Positive Reactic7 18.2 30.3

All Other Response 30.0 27.3

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (691) (66)

In distinction to sex and race, education seems to play a rather

important role in the determination of how people are likely to define
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vocational education, as is 5 h3wn by Table 3.3. Of those with less than

a high school education, almost fou.r out of ten, (39.7 percent) nice

some positive response to vocational education while only one out of

ten (10.0 percent) mentioned specific skills and just over two out of

ten mentioned training or education (23.4 percent). Among the higher

TABLE 3.3

What vocational education brings to mind
by

education

(Percentages)

What Comes to Mind

Education
High School
Graduate

Mbre Than
High School

Less Than
High School

Specific Skills 10.0 24.2 22.9

Training or Education 23.4 34.4 33.7

Positive Reaction 39.7 11.5 12.1

All Other Responses 26.9 29.9 31.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (209) (244) (306)

education groups, however, the pattern is reversed. Fully 56.5 percent

of those in the highest educational group thought of vocational educa-

tion in terms of either specific skills or training or education. The

same pattern is true of those who had completed high school.
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The same general pattern holds when various income groups are

considered. in the lowest income group over four out of ten made a

positive response as is shown in Table 3.4. In all income groups over

$6,000, over 50 percent of the respondents indicated that they thought

either specific skills, training or education.

TABLE 3.4

What vocational education brings to mind
by

income

(Percentages)

What Comes to Mind

Income
$6,001
10,000

$10,001
15,000:

Over
$15,000

Less Than
$3,000

$3,000

6,000

Specific Skills 14.1 19.9 13.3 30_3 23.9

Training or Education 19.2 27.2 42.8 30-Z 23.9

Positive Reaction 41.0 21.9 20.6 12..3 11.0

All Other Responses 25.7 31.0 23.3 26.6 41.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (78) (151) (180) (162) (109)

Thus, the overall pattern of response seems to indicate that mid-

dle and upper status groups tend to define vocational education in fairly

specific terms. For these groups, vocationa] education brought to mind
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skills or trades such as electrician:, carpenters, mechanics and so on.

Also, among zany of this group VTAE wds seen as a kind of training pro-

gram or as a form of education. Lower status groups, however, showed a

marked tendency to define vocational education is some kind of "good"

program. They mat not have been sure of the kil_J of programs of

through VTAE but they did say, in an overall sense, that the programs

were good. As we have mentioned earlier, positive evaluation of VTAE

is not without exception. This is more particularly true of those

groups of lower social status. Thus,, the positive responses here must

not be taken as a ____Ianket positive image of VTAE by lower social status

groups. We shall return to this point shortly.

Why Not Enroll in a VTAE Program

We turn next to a consideration of the reasons which Florida

residents gave for never having considered entering a vocational educa-

tion program. Table 3.5 shows responses to this question controlling

for the sex of the respondent. By and large, there are few differences

between the responses of ren and women. As we might expect, more men

said they either had a job or skill or were in or had been to college

(49.8 percent) than.did women (34.2 percent). For both men and women,

however, these were the single most frequently given reasons for not

considering a VTAE program.



TABLE 3.S

Why not vocational education
by

sex

(Perbentages)

Reason for Not Considering
Vocational Education

Sex
Male Fe ale

Never Thought About It 2.3 3.9

Lack of Time or Money 5.8 4.7

Have Job or Skill 35.1 25.5

In or Went to College 14.7 8.7

No Desire 11.6 7.4

Housewife 0.0 1.11.2

Know of No Opportunities 3.5 1.6

Too Old 20.1 18.9

Other 6.9 10.0

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (259) (380)

We have already said that many housewives saw their role as a

housewife hindering participation in VTAE programs. It should be noted

that this response was made by about one out of every five women
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interviewed (19.2 percent). This finding seems to substantiate our

earlier con -eats in which we suggted that housewives arc indeed a

potential clientele group which did not seem to have been tapped.

We have also noted above that many respondents felt that they

were too old to enroll in VTAE programs. Table 3.6 gives a more detail,t'

TABLE 3.6

Why not consider vocational education
by

respondents age

(Percentages)

Reason for Not Considering
Vocational Education

....7
Age

18-25 26-35 36-50 51-65 Over 65

Never Thought About It 5.6 5.4 2.2 1.3 5.2

Lack of Time or Money 5.6 10.8 3.9 1.3 5.2

Have Job or Skill 22.2 26.2 39.9 34.9 11.5

In or Went to College 39.8 7.7 11.2 6.0 5.2

No Desire 5.6 14.6 12.4 6.0 4.2

Housewife 14.8 21.5 12.4 8.1 3.1

Know of No Opportunities 1.9 1.4 3.4 2.7 2.1

Too Old 0.0 3.1 7.3 26.8 56.3

Other 5.6 9.2 7.3 12.8 7.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (54) (130) (178) (149) (96)
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picture of this finding. Of the respondcrrL's who were in the age group

26 to 35, only a small 3.1 percent felt that.lh3y were too old for. VTAE.

The percentage is also small for those who wore from 36 to 50 (7.3 per-

cent). About 50 years of age, however, seems to be something of a

breaking point. Over one out of every four of those in the 51 through

65 category felt that they were too old for VTAE. Of those who were

over 65 years of age, fully a majority (56.3 percent) felt that thay

were too old for VTAE. Again, we point out that VTAE has the potential

to offer our senior citizens numerous alternatives to complete inacti-

vity throughout the retirement years.

It is also interesting to note that the number of potential VTAE

clients may not be as large among the 18 to 25 year old group as might

be expected. Indeed, of those in that age group who had not considered

vocational education, 62.0 percent indicated that they either already

had jobs or skills or, alternatively, were in or had been in college.

This means that at most 38.0 percent of this age group are high potential

clients for VTAE. Moreover, if housewives are excluded, this figure

drops to 23.2 percent.

Finally there are some rather interesting differences in

responses when race is held constant. These are shown in Table 3.7.

An even 14.0 percent of non-whites indicated simply that they had never

thought of enrolling in a vocational program. This figure is substanti-

ally higher than for whites (2.4 percent). This finding may well be

very important for it seems to indicate that public information efforts



TABLE 3.7

Why not consider vocational education
by

race

(Pereentages)

Reason for Not Considering
Vocational Education

Race
White . Non-White

Never Thought About It 2.4 14.0

Lack of Time or Money 5.0 8.0

Have Job or Skill 29.1 32.0

In or Went to College 12.1 0.0

No Desire 9.9 0.0

Housewife 12.5 0.0

Know of No Opportunities 2.6 0.0

Too Old 19.1 20.0

Other 7.4 26.0

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (691) (66)

may not he getting through to minority groups as clearly as they do to

whites.. Also, 8 percent of the non-whites said that they lack time or

money while only 5 percent of the whites did so. The particular dif-

ference will become: clearer in the following pages.
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None of those in the nen-white group gave college as a reason for

not considering VTAE while 12.1 percent of the whites did so. Moreover

auout one out of ten whites indicated that they had no desire to enroll

in VTAE while no non-whites did so. A sliOitly greater number of non-

whites (32.0 percent) than whites (29.1 percent) said that they had a

job or skill already. Finally, about 2.6 percent of the whites said

that they knew of no opportunities while no ncn-whites made this

response.

More Emphasis on Vocational Education

We turn next to a consideration of the extent to which various

kinds of people felt that more emphasis should be put on vocational

and technical training than on preparation for a university. Upon

reflection, one might guess that those individuals who should find the

most potential use for VTAE programs might tend to support greater

emphasis on them. Conversely, one might expect those who would con-

ceivably have the least need for VTAE programs to be less concerned with

the degree of emphasis put on such programs within the educational system.

Generally, these suppositions seem to hold true even though the magnitude

of responses is not as great as one might expect.

Table 3.8 shows the relationship between desiring more emphasis

on VTAE and race. As we have suggested might be the case, non-whites

tend to agree with this proposition more strongly than whites (77.5 per-

cent to 66.5 percent respectively). We hasten to emphasize that this
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E 3.8

More emphasis on VTAE .

by
race

(Percentages)

Race
White Non-WhaT;

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Total

(N)

66.5 77.5

14.6 14.6

18.9 7.9

100.0 100.0

(794) (89)

relationship is one of degree rather than kind. That is, overall there

seems to be a high degree of support for having a greater emphasis on

vocational and technical education throughout the population. It is

clear, however, that non-whites are more likely to feel this way than

are whites.

We next examined the proposition by levels of education. As

Table 3.9 shows, the pattern holds once again. Those in the lowest

educational category are clearly more likely to desire more emphasis on

VTAE (74.4 percent) than are those in the highest educational group

(60.5 percent). The point is strengthened when one examines the
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TABLE 3.9

More emphasis on VTAE
by

education

(Percentages)

Education
High School
Graduate

More Than
High School

Less Than
High School

Agree 74.4 68.1 60.5

Undecided 16.2 13.3 15.3

Disago...e 9.4 18.6 24.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (266) (301) (314)

"disagree" categories. Of those who had not completed high school, less

than one out of ten (9.4 percent).disagreed. While of those who had

completed more than a high school education, about one out of every four

(24.2 percent) did so.

Finally, in Table 3.10, we examined responses by levels of income.

Here too, the general pattern which we have established seems to hold.

Of those in the lowest income category (i.e., a total family income of

less than $3,000 per year), 77.1 percent felt that more emphasis should

be put on VTAE than on preparation for a university. In the upper income

categories, substantially fewer respondents felt this way. Once again,
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TABLE 3.10

More emphasis on VTAT:
by

incom

(Percentages)

$3,001
6,000

Income
$-6,001
10,000

Less Than
$3,000

710,001
15,000

Over
$15,000

Agree 77.1 71.8 60.5 69.8 64.9

Undecided 14.7 16.4 14.9 13.7 9.0

Disagree 8.3 11.9 2'i.7 16.5 26.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (109) (177) (215) (182) (111)

the point is bolstered by examination of the disagree category. Only

8.3 percent of the lowest income category disagreed while over one out of

every four (26.1 percent) of the highest income category did so.

We are thus forced to conclude that there is somewhat greater

support for restructuring the educational system among those of lower

social status than among higher status groups. However, it must once

again be reemphasized that across all groups there seems to be strong

support for the contention that there is too much emphasis on college

preparation and not enough on vocational preparation. This seems to

speak well for the possibilities of expanding VTAE programs within the

educational system.



The Time fOr Vocational. Educatinn

Finally, we turn to one of the mast interesting variables con-

tained in this study. It has already been pointed out on several

occasions that vocation..', ec -.Lion enjoys, overall, an exceptionally

positive image among Florida residents. We have gone on to suggest, how-

ever, that there arc exceptions to this generalization. One of these is

having the time to enroll in vocational education programs and the other,

to be discussed next, is having the money to enroll in vocational educa-

tion programs.

We submit that these may well be the two most crucial image vari-

ables contained in this report. One may agree with all of the other

propositions which we have tested, i.e., there should be more emphasis

on VTAE; VTAE is as useful as a college degree, etc., but if one feels

that programs are either too costly or too time consuming for him, we

argue that this may, in fact, override all other considerations. What

we are suggesting is that there is an intensity factor here that may not

be present in the other items which were contained in this chapter. It

may, for example, be rather easy for an individual to respond positively

to a statement like "Vocational education helps people get jobs with

better pay", simply because a response to this statement requires only a

rather abstract conjecture. Time and money, however, are quantities to

which people can more easily relate the reality of their own situation.

Thus, we cannot overemphasize the important of serious consideration
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of the fildLngs presenf:c:d here in the developclent of sound and effective

public information programs.

Table 3.11 examim-s renponscs to the question of having the time

to enroll in vocational education programs by age. The age group which

ranged from 26 to 35 showed the greatest number (35.3 percent) indicating

that most people don't have the time to enroll in vocational education.

Across all age groups, however, one-third of the respondents either

agreed or were undecided with the statement.

TABLE 3.11

Time for. VTAE

by
age

(Percentages)

Age

18-25 26-35 36-50 51-65 Over 65

Agree 29.0 35.3 26.0 26.3 26.9

Undecided 6.5 8.9 9.1 15.5 22.7

Disagree 64.5 55.8 65.0 58.2 50.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (93) (190) (254) (194) (119)

Examination of the racial breakdown in Table 3.12 provides the

first indication of a somewhat more interesting phenomenon. Over two
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out of every five non-white respondenLs interviewed (101.6 percent)

agreed that most people don't have the time for VThE while only sli,shtly

over one out of four whites (25.6 percent) did so. Moreover, while six

out of ten whites disagreed, only two out of five non

TABLE 3.12

Time for VTAE
by

race

(Percentages)

-whites did so.

Race
While Non-White

Agree 25.6 41.6

Undecided 12.6 15.7

Disagree 61.8 42.7

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (794) (89)

The pattern is made even clearer in Table 3.13. Here, the

responses of various educational groups are exanined. As will be seen,

among those with less than a high school education, again about two out

of five (38.9 percent) agreed. In the highest education group, this
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figure is reduced to under one out of five (19.3 percent). Also,

there is a clear pattern in The disagree category with higher proportions

disagreeing, at each successively higher educatiorill level.

TABLE 3.13

Time for VTAE
by

education

(Percentages)

Educaticn
Less Than
High School

High School
Graduate

More Than
High School

Agree 38.9 25.5 19.3

Undecided 15.5 10.4 11.4

Disagree 45.7 64.1 69.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (265) (298) (316)

Finally, we turn to differences among income groups. Again, as

Table 3.14 shows, the lower the income level, the higher the proportion

of respondents who thought that VTAE programs required too much time.

What seems to be occuring here is a rather systematic class bias

in perception of the time cost invo].ved in participating in VTAE pro-

grams. Those of lower social status, who are, we argue, most likely to
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TABLY.: 3.14

Time for VTAE
by

income

(Percentages)

$3,001
6,000

Incon72

$5,001
10,000

:.ass Than

$3,000

*10,001
15,000

Over
$15,000

Agree 41,3 32.6 30.8 17.0 24.3

Undecided 23.9 14.6 7.9 6.6 9.9

Disagree 34.9 52.8 61.2 76.4 65.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (109) (178) (214) (182) (111)

benefit from participation in VTAE programs consistently point to the

fact that VTAE involves too much time more often than other respondents.

This finding could be a function of several kinds of things. For

example, it may well be that members of lower social status groups must

spend a great deal of their working time making a living and thus, in

fact, do not have the time to participate in VTAE programs. We suspect,

however, that in many cases the finding is a function of a failure on

the part of existing public information programs to communicate effec-

tively with these groups in realistic terms which they can relate to
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their own life styles. This argument will be reinforced in the next

chapter where it will be shown th,lt, overall, lower social status

groups are among the most uninc--ord in the state with regards to VIE-0=.

programs.

Since these groups a),, potentially the lia,L available clientele

groups for VTAE pmgrams, wr eannot emphasize Loo strongly the necessity

for extreme sensitivity not only to the extent of public information

efforts directed at them, but to the medium through which it is channeled.

For example, while "spappy" sixty second spots may be the most effective

way to reach middle and upper status individuals, it may well take some

new and innovative approaches to public information to reach those who

are most desparately in need of basic vocational training and adult

education. These kinds of individuals have liie styles, cognitive

abilities and attitudes which are substantially different from those who

enjoy higher social status. Efforts at public information which do not

take these things into consideration are bound to be only minimally

successful.

The Money for Vocational Education

W2 now turn to the question of having the money to enroll in

vocational education. We expect that our findings here will be similar

to those immediately above.
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Our first considrJraticn is that of age. Table 3.15 provides

these results. f rather surprising finding from ex&rpinaticn

this table. It i2 simpJv .14 18 to 2

TABLE 3.15

Money for. V1AE

by
age

(Percentages)

'Age

18-25 26-35 36-50 51-65 ever 65

Agree 38.7 32.6 36.2 47.4 54.5

Undecided 7.5- 13.7 8.2 10.7 12.4

Disagree 53.8 53.7 55.6 41.8 33.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (93) (190) (257) (196) (121)

old group, the concern for having the money to enroll in vocational

education programs increases with age. Indeed, a majority (54.5 percent)

of those over 65 years of age indicated that most people don't have the

money to enroll in VTAE programs. We have already mentioned the problem

of senior citizens and VTAE. This finding suggests that one clear

approach to involving senior citizens in VTAE programs is to point out

the limited cost factor involved.
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Next, in sable 3.16 the pattern of responses

by race. These results provide one of the strongest relationships con-

tained in this study. It can be put very simply. An ,--7(,-ylLelming

majority of non-hites (76.4 pc,:!c2nL) ,( toc) much

TABLE 3.16

Money for VTAE
by

rac(-z

(Percentages)

Race
White Non-White

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Total

(N)

76.4

12.1 6.7

52.1 16.9

100.0 100.0

(801) (89)

money. While about one out of three whites made the same response, a

clear majority of the white respondents (52.1 percent) felt that VTAE

was not financially out of the reach of most people.

The same kind of clear and strong relationship is shown in

Table 3.17 where we examine levels of education. Of those with less
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than a high school edl,c2:2tion, allio;t two-thirds (63.3 percent) felt that

VTIE was to ,Ar.nng -lc-lents with more than a high school

education, EJcAl: s nu;:r)I1 (Up.T) percent) felt that jE: was not too

expensive.

TABLE 3; .17

Money for VTAE
by

educatj -on

(Percentages)

Less Thall

High School

Education
Hizh School
Graduate

More Than
High School

Agree 63.3 36.6 23.7

Undecided 7.9 12.5 12.7

Disagree 28,6 50.8 63.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (267) (303) (316)

As shown in T-1)1e 3.18, occupation presents much the same finding.

As one moves from the business and professional workers, the percentage

agreeing that VTAE is out of the financial reach of most people constantly

increases. Of the manual workers, again a group who could clearly bene-

fit from VTAE programs, an astaulding 62.2 percent agreed.
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Finally, in TabJ.e 3.19 the pattern once again holds. Almost

three-fourths of the lowest income group felt that VTAE was too expen-

sive while at the other end of the scale, only 13.5 percent of those

with incomes over $15,000 agreed.

TABLE 3.19

Money for VTAE
by -

income

(Percentages)

Income
Less Than
$3,000

$3,001
6,000

$ 6,001
10,000

$10,001
15,000

Over
$15,000

Agree 71.8 59.0 34.4 26.4 13.5

Undecided 11.8 7.3 13.5 10.4 10.8

Disagree 16.4 33.7 52.1 63.2 75.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (110) (178) (215) (182) (111)

'Ile point to he made here is that these findings reaffirm the

conclusion that a clear bias exists in the extent to which those in

lower sOcial status groups feel that VTAE is within their reach.

Although we will have some comments to make about alternative ways of

proceeding with public information in the final chapter of this report,
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we point out here that in the conceptualization of this study there was

no ii/t5tion of securing data on the qmstion of how one g;3.ins access

to 10wcr status groups. We do feel, however, that it is imperative

that decision makers bath nnain' open to innovative and experimental

approes and :a.at they conduct some rather serious Nsearch on the

prob1c2 before allocating large amounts of money to programs which may

or TOY not render the desired effectiveness,
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This chapter has examined the perceptions of vocational education

which are held by Florida residents. By an large, it can safely be

said that these images are positive. Certainly, high proportions of

people agreed that vocational education helps people get jobs with

better pay, that vocational education can be as useful as a college

degree and so forth.

Beyond this, however, some rather important relationships have

been demonstrated. First, it was shown that groups of lower social

status were consistently more likely than higher status groups to desire

more emphasis on vocational and technical training than on preparation

for a university. We suggested that this speaks wel] for the possibility

of expanding existing VTAE programs within the current educational

framework. Second, we demonstrated that there are a couple of rather

important exceptions to the generalization that the image of VTAE is

highly positive in Florida. Specifically, having time and money to

enter VTAE programs were shown to be important considerations for some

Florida residents. To a lesser extent in the case of time, and a greater

extent in the case of money, these individuals were shown to he residents

of lower social status.

66



Li\PTE,R IV

LEVELS OF INFORMATION ABOUT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

In eddition to assessing the images which respondents had of

vocational education, we also attempted to find out how much information

they possessed about the content of vocational education advertising,

about opportunities for vocational education in the areas where they lived

and in Florida generally, and finally, the ability of the respondents to

name youth organizations concerned with vocational education. In this

chapter, we will probe these informational items in order that we may

say something about both the depth and quality of information which the

adult population of Florida holds with regard to VTAE.

Specifically, the analysis will focus on the responses to four

questions. They are (1) "Do you recall anything that was stressed in

this advertising (about vocational education)?"; (2) "Can you tell me

what some of the opportunities for Vocational education in your area

are?"; (3) Can you tell me what some of the opportunities for vocational

education in Florida generally are ? "; and (4) "Which vocational youth

organizations have you heard of?".

These information variables were considered in relation to several

independent variables thought to be especially important here. These

included whether or not the respondent had taken part in a vocational

education program, where he had seen or heard advertising about

67
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vocational education, sex, age race, occupa.Lion, education, and inccmo.

Again, as in the Drcceding chaptc,r, it is these incpenclent variables

vAlich should provi,le. us with a m3aris of rror. clearly understanding the

patterns or responses in these data.

Recall of What Was Stressed in Advertising

It should be noted, as we consider what respondents recalled

having been stressed in advertising,, that only 228 people said that they

had seen or heard advertising about vocational education and were able

to recall anything that was stressed in the advertising. This represents

only about 28 percent of the full sample. Thus, about 72 percent of the

sample are classed a priori as not having seen or heard advertising

relating to vocational education, not being able to recall the content

of that advertising, or both.

With this in mind, it is instructive to consider the relationship

between the sources of the respondent's information and what he recalled

as being stressed in advertising. It might be expected that individuals

who got information from television or radio will recall content which

is different from those who got information from newspapers.

Table 4.1 presents these results. The first point to make

regarding these figures is that the two predominant sources of informa-

tion clearly are television and newspapers. Additionally, many people

claimed to have gotten information from a combination of sources.
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These usuilly included televsion and flows:papers. Among these two major

categories, there are some interesting differences. Newspaper readers

were gost likely to recall specific vocational schoo].s as being stressed

(50.2 percent). Television viewers, ho :ever, were much more diversified

in their, responses. Excluding the "other" response, the modal tendency

for television viewers was to say that they recalled training or education

TABLE 4.1

The relation of source of ,advertising to
perceived stress in advertising

(Percentages)

Television Radio Newspaper Other Combined

Specific Trades 18.8 28.6 4.5 25.9 12.9

Specific Schools 8.2 14.3 50.0 25.9 12.9

General Mention of
Schools 2.4 0.0 1.5 11.1 0.0

Training or Education 21.2 0.0 7.6 7.4 17.9

Government Program 11.8 14.3 1.5 3.7 12.9

Career. Advancement 14.1 14.3 10.6 0.0 21.0

Other 23.5 28.6 24.2 25.9 22.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (85) (7) (66) (27) (62)
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as being stressed (21.2 percent). Anumber, however, reported that they

recall ed "career advancenlent" (14.1 percent), "specific trades" (18.8

percent) or "gover=ent pmgrrr13" (11.8 percent). This seems to suggest

that ayong those it reaches, television provides a greater range of

images than do other media sources. However, it must be emphasized that

there were only 85 people, or slightly over 10 percent of the entire

sample, who said that they had seen advertising on television and could

recall anything about it.

As is shown in Table 4.2, there are a few sex differences which

are worthy of note. In particular, females were much more prone to see

TABLE 4.2

The relation of sex to
perceived stress in advertising

(Percentages)

Male Female

Specific Trades 6.1 21.8

Specific Schools 29.6 16.5

General Mention of Schools .9 3.8

Training for Education 13.0 15.8

Government Programs 11.3 6.0

Career Advancement 12.2 14.3

Other 27.0 21.8

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (115) (133)
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specific trades stressed in advertising than were men. Males, on the

other hand, recaled specific schools as being strassed propl-)rtionately

more than women. No other Ur:portant distinctions arose.

As we expected, racial distinctions were also important (Table

4.3) . Blacks were proportionately more likely to say that specific

TABLE 4.3

The relation of race to
perceived stress in advertising

(Percentages)

White Black

Specific Trades 13.3 26.6

Specific Schools 22.2 26.1

General Mention of School 1.8 8.7

Training or Education 14.7 13.0

Government Program 9.3 0.0

Career Advancement 14.7 0.0

Other 24.0 26.1

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (225) (23)
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trades were being stressed, say that a articular school W9S being

stressed, or give a response classed as "other" thin were whites.

As sho.:in in Table 4.4, education wns also a variable which was

significantly (elated to what one recalled as having been stressed in

advertising. Proportionately, those respondents with less than a high

school education were more prone to say specific trades had been stressed

in advertising than were high school graduates, or those with greater

TABLE 4.4

The relation of education to
perceived stress in advertising

(Percentages)

Less Than
High School High School

More Than
High School

Specific Trades 16.7 15.7 12.7

Specific Schools 31.3 26.5 16.2

General Mention of. School 4.2 4.8 0.0

Training or Education 10.4 12.0 17.9

Governgent Programs 4.2 13.3 6.8

Career. Advancement 8.3 13,3 15.4

Other 25.0 14.5 30.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (48) (83) (117)
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than high school educations. Additionally, the highest education group

was distributed all across the various kinds of content. ThereThery was also

a direct relation between an increase in education and an increase in the

pcmeived stress on training or education in the advertising. High

school graduates irore often perceived adver4. isin5; in terms of'government

programs than did either the less than high school group or the sore than

high school group.

Although the "no response" category has been excluded for purposes

of presentation, we should point out that there was a strong inverse

relation between giving no response and educational attainment. That is,

an increase in education led to a decrease in the proportion of responses

classed as "no", "nothing", etc. Thus, it appears that those at lower

levels of educational attainment clearly have more difficulty recalling

what was stressed in VTAE related advertising.

Some interesting coments can also be made about the relationship

of occupation to the perceived stress of advertising which is displayed

in Table 4.5. Housewives were the group which proportionately saw

specific trades as being most often perceived. The crafts group saw

specific schools as being stressed most often. Students were the most

likely group to recall training or governmental programs as being

stressed.. The retired group were those that most often fell into the

"no response" category.
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The f5na3 variable whir2h we will consider here is income. As

demr)nstrated in Table 4.6, we found that the less than $3,000 income

group was proportionaLely the most likely to perceive a stress on

TABLE 4.6

The relation of income to
perceived stress in advertising

(Percentages)

Less Than
$3,000

$3,001
6,000

$ 6,001
10,000

$10,001
15,000

More Than
$15,000

Specific Trade. 35.0 12.2 18.3 8.7 8.8

Specific Schools 15.0 34.7 23.3 23.2 2.9

General Mention
of School 10.0 0.0 1.7 0.0. 8.8

Maining or
Education 25.0 8.2 11.7 15.9 26.5

Government Programs 0.0 10.2 3.3 13.0 5.9

Career Advancement 0.0 2.0 21.7 23.2 5.9

Other 15.0 32.7 20.0 15.9 41.2

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (20) (49) (60) (69) (34)
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specific trades in the advertising. A number of those in this low

inopme bracket (25.0 pnrcent) also recalled training and education as

being stress ::d, as did 21J.5 percent of the over $15,000 group. The two

groups of *6,000 to q0,000 and. $10,000 to S15,000 were mast likely to

see a stres_; on peisonal achivement or career advancemnnt. Again, we

can note that an increase in a socio-economic status variable, income,

is inversely related to a "no", "nothing", or no response.

Opportunities for Vocational Education Where You Live

This variable and the next to be considered give us a clue to

knowledge of the breath of VTAT-2, programs both in the respondent's home

area and the state as a whole. It must be recalled, however, throughout

this section that the majority of the population is uninformed as to

specific vocational opportunities. Indeed, only 386 persons or 43.2

percent of the sample were able to give a response when they were asked

to name some specific opportunities for vocational education in their

area. In reality, even this figure is high. Of the 386 respondents

who gave some answer to the question, 112 were able only to give some

kind of program (i.e., "You cail learn to be a mechanic. ") without any

reference as to where or how one might do so. Overall, then, on].y about

30.7 percent of the entire population is even minimally informed about

vocational opportunities in their home area.
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We first considered whether the respondent or any member of his

family had taken part in an occupational training program' (Tble 4.7) .

We had assumed that those who had, either personally or through their

families, expcHenced a training program of so:; e kind might be more aware

of vocational opportunities than those who had not. As Table 4.7

TABU 4.7

The relation of participation in a vocational program
to knowledge of local programs

(Percentages)

----
Yes No

Mention of One Center 39.0 48.0

Mention of Two Centers 19.0 15.7

Mention of Three Centers 12.4 3.9

Mention of Four or More Centers 0.0 3.6

Mention of Program Only 29.5 28.8

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (105) (281)

demonstrates, this does not appear to hold in any systematic way. For

example, it is true that 12.4 percent of those with training were able to

name three training centers and only 3.9 percent of those without training
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v(,. able to do so. But it is alto tpuc thei 3.6 percent of those

without trainin were able to n...:.ntion four of Dore centers while none of

those with traininj Wt21-,? able to do so.

Some rther disLinctions ar.:)e when age was considered

(Table 4.8). Generally speaking, it seems clear that older individu:tls

TABLE 4.8

The relation of age to knowledge of local programs

(Percentages)

18-25 26-35 36-50 51-65 Over 65

Mention of One Center 48.2 37.5 44.7 48.1 58.1

Mention of Two Centers 17.9 26.2 15.9 12.7 6.5

Mention of Three Centers 3.6 6.3 8.3 7.6 0.0

Mention of Four or More Centers 7.1 2.5 3.0 0.0 0.0

Mention of Program Only 23.2 27.5 28.0 31.6 35.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 200.0 100.0

(N) (56) (80) (132) (79) (31.)

were less frequently informed than the younger people. indeed, of those

over 65, not one mentioned Tore than two training centers and Tore than

one out of every three mentioned only programs.
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11?-,10c! too sec to play a role in how inforilted Florida residents

are as is EllOWn in Table 4.9. Non-whites tended to eithr mention only

one centcr (S7.7 percent) or to ri--,..ntion just a progma 04.6 percent).

TABLE 4.9

Th relation of race to knowledge of local programs

(Percentages)

White Black

Mention of One Center
. 44.4 57.7

Mention of Two Centers 17.3 7.7

Mention of Three Centers 6.7 0.0

Mention of Four or More Centers. 2.8 0.0

Mention of Program Only 28.8 34.6

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (358) . (26)

Only 7 peent of -the non-whites were able to mention two centers. Addi-

tionally, it must be pointed out that only 26 non-whites are considered

here. The remainder of the non-whites in the sample were either totally

uninformi0 or were able to give no response at all to the question.
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Likewise, education sheds light on who is and who is not infomed.

These results are shown in Table 410. Those with rore than a high

TA13: 10

The relation of education to knowledge of local programs

(Percentages)

Less Than
High School High School

More Than
High School

Mention of One Center 64.1 42.8 38.1

Mention of Two Centers 7.6 13.8 24.5

Mention of Throe Centers 1.1 5.1 10.3

Mention of Four or More Centers 0.0 2.2 4.5

Mention of Program Only 27.2 36.2 22.6

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (92) (138) (155)

school education were likely to be able to mention several training

centers. Almost two-thirds (64.1 percent) of those with less than a

high school educatiOn, however, were able to mention only one such

center. Thus, again we find that those who might best gain from infor,-

nation about vocational education seem to he most sorely lacking.
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The same pattern prevailed when occupation was examined, as

Table 4.11 shows. The proportion of respondents who were able to

mention 11IDT:2. than one training center steadily decreAses as we proceed

down the occupational ladder. As can be seen, those in the lowest

status jobs (service workers and laborers) were clearly unable to

mention more than one center.

Opportunities for Vocational Education in Florida

Now we move to the broader question of what knowledge exists

about vocational opportunities in Florida generally. As we noted in

Chapter 1, the indications are that information is even lower in regard

to the whole state than to the area in which the respondent lived. in

fact, only 24 percent of those who said that there were opportunities in

Florida were able to give any nT,.monse at all to the question of that

those opportunities might be. Moreover, about half of those who attempted

to tell us what some opportunities might be were &.1e only to name a

program with no otiv-Ir references.

Among those who did respond, however, patterns were much like

those for th home areas. That is, those in lower status groups tended

to be less informed than those in higher status groups. Shown in Table

I.12 are the responses of various educational groups. As in the previous

section, those with higher educational backgrounds were much more likely

to mntion several training centers than were those of lower educational

status.
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TABLE 4.12

The relation of education to
knowledge of .,tatewide prograin

(Percentaes)

Less Than
High School High School

More Than
High School

Mention of One Center 22.9 29.7 25.8

Mention of Two Centers 2.9 13.2 10.1

Mention of Three Centers 0.0 0.0 5.6

Mention of Four or More Centers 0.0 0.0 3.4

Mention of Program Only 74.3 57.1 55.1

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (35) (91) (89)

Examilmt5on of income groups, in Table 4.13, greatly strengthens

this conclusion. Of those in the lowest income bracket, only 26.7 per-

cent were able to mention one center and the rema;nder, 73.3 percent,

could say only that various :,-ograms existed. Cc ,2rally1 as income

incieased, mone and more respondents were able f-o mention two, three or

even four centers. Once again, lower status individuals have the least

information.
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TABLE 4.13

The relation of incom,:i to
knowleLe of stat,a-wid

(Percentages)

prograffls

Less Than
*3,000

$3,001
6,000

$ 6,001
10,000

*10,001
15,000

More Than
$15,000

Mentic:. of One Center 26.7 29.4 32.8 20.4 22.2

Mention of Two Centers 0.0 5.9 12.1 8.2 13.9

Mention of Three
Centers 0.0 2.9 0.0 4.1 5.6

Mention of Four or
More Centers 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3

Mention of Program
Only 61.8 55.2 67.3 50.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (15) (34) (58) (49) (36)

Vocational Youth Organizations

Examination of respmdent's abilities to namK.! vocational youth

orgbnizations presents mu same pictum cl; he other information

items presented here. Only 30.7 percent or' the entire sample both

claimed to have heard of youth organizations and could make any response

when asked to name some. Moreover, 6.3 percent of those who attempted
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to name a vocational youth organization did so incorrectly, :teaving only

16.4 percent of the total_ sanri)le said they had heard of the youth

organizations and were cDr-reetly al;le to narre::: at least one.

We examined the respondents ,..Tho attempted to name some vocational

youth organizations by race, education, and income. Rac.a! is shown in

Table 4.14. As we have coms to expect, more whites were able to more

TABLE 4.14

The rel,:.tion of race to
identification of vocational youth groups

(Percentages)

White Black

One Group E_ntioned 46.4 17.9

Two Groups Mentioned 7.7 10.7

Three Groups Mentioned 2.0 0.0

Four or More Groups Mentioned

No Correct Resp..ise

0.4

43.5

0.0

71.4

Total 100.0 100.0

(N) (248) (28)
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accurately n:Alca youth organizations than were non-whites. Almost thrr,

quarters of the non-whites (71.4 pel-;cent) w:lo made the alte:rgt wore

unable to correctly any youth organization. This contrasts with

43.5 percent of whites. Moreover, 56.5 percent of the whites were able

4---) correctly name at least one youth group while only 28.0 percent of the

Dol-whites were argyle to do so.

Education, again =gents the same picture (Table 4.15). In the

lowest educational group, 58.2 percent of the respondents incorTectly

TABLE .15

The relation of education to
identification of vocational youth groups

(Percentages)

Less Than
High School High School

More Than
High School

One Group HcntLoned 27.3 43.7 50.4

1\'o Groups Mentioned 12.7 5.8 7.7

Three Groups i=:.mtioned 0.0 1.9 2.6

Four or More Groups Mentioned 1.8 0.0 0.0

No Correct Responr. 58.2 48.5 39.3

Total '00.0 100.0 100.0

(N) (55) (103) (117)
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named a youth or&inization while in the highest educa:tional groto only

39.3 percent did so. Further, significantly More of the highest educa-

tional group was able to correct]y ;lama at least one group.

Finally, the point is driven home by the consideration of incoe

(Table 4.16). Of the lowest income group, an overwhelming 80 percent of

the respondents gave an incorrect response in an effort to name a voca-

tional youth organization. In the highest incaTe group, only 29.4

percent did so. Nothing more need be said.

TABLE 4.16

The relation of income to
identification cf vocational youth groups

(Percentages)

Less Than
$3,000.

$3,001
6,000

$ 6,001
10,000

$10,001
15,000

More Than
$15,000

One Group Mentioned 20,0 26.7 43.0 51.3 61.8

Two Groups Mentioned 0.0 15.6 8.9 7.9 5.9

The Groups Mentioned 0.0 0.0 2.5 2.6 2.9

Four or More Groups
Mentioned 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

No Correct Response 80.0 55.6 45.6 38.2 29.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(N) 00 (45) (79) (76) (34)
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Summary and Conclusions

These data are fairly caBy to sumnarize. Basically, it is

abundantly elenr that the gen:::ral adult population in norida has not

acquir a be of know:edge abnut vocational education . It was true Jr1

every variable analy:',ed in this section that far more than a'majority of

our saElplc failed co pass ..iven the most basic tests regarding information

about vocational education.

We said in the last chapter that a class bias seemed to exist in

the consideration of having both the time and the money to enroll in a

VTAE program. That fact is even clearer with respect to information.

It has been dramatically shown over and over again that those in loner

status groups have significantly less information about VTAE programs.

Moreover, it was shown in the early pages of this chapter that these are

precisely the same individuals who are least able to recall advertising

information relati. g to VTAE.

We cannot emphasize this point strongly enough. If the goal of

existing public information programs has been to gain access to those

groups who are in an objective sense, most likely to benefit from VTAE

programs, they have slivIy not done the job. New and innovative approaches

must be taken. If VTAE services are to be expanded in Florida, these

lower socul status groups must be reached, if the reader will par-fion the

col1oquism, where they live. Information must be aimed directly at the

life styles, attitudes and educational levels of these individuals.
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Morcovf, serious attntion ort ho giver' to the ra*Lum throu5h aich
'C)

.

Duman lc, .!led, It my well that nhis ticat')d

technlques charalled throug,h television creates a 'hut it's not for
ray

attitudc among those of low2r social status, Whatever the final approach,

we can only point to the Let that these data arc clear and the need for

new approaches is evident,



MAI-Tay

THE I=ACTION OF INFOYMT10:1 AND PERCEPTION

In the two previous chapters, we have extensively exa'Lined and

analyzed the perceptions of our adult sample with respect to vocational

education and our respondents base of inforr_ ion about vocational

education. For the former, we were particularly concerned with a set of

statements with which the iespondents were asked to agree or disagree.

When we turned to assess information, c. Loose to look at a series of

items which were related to the brea-_ ;r1 depth of an individual's

information about vocational education.

It is clearly important, however, to assess t'le interaction of

information and perceptions. We want to make some preliminary and

tentative evaluations of just how our respondents came to hold the per-

ceptions they have acquired by one means or another. Our initial belief

*was that advertising would have precious little to do with the kinds of

images held by the adult population for at least three reasons. First,

because of the great diversity of potential sources of information.

Second, because of the peripheral place of vocational education to most

of the adult population_ Finally, because of the inability of most media

advertising to give more than a fleetinr; impression or idea which cannot

be absorbed as a part cr art individual's cognitive structure from which

he makes the basli_. decisions of his life.

90
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Data. Dcriidtinn

By aivd large, the foregoinL supposition was c:a-vect, i.e., only a

frvetion of priirty r,!lations pr-ved to be significant. The first

of basic interactive relatio:Is we will con:ider involves identifi-

cation of so:Te vocational education opportunitie,, in thr_ local are and

"High schools and junior colleges should put more emphasis on job

trainin3 and technical education than on preparation for a university."

(Table 5.1) There was no clear relationship between these "image" and

TABLE 5.1

The relation between knowledge about
local vocational c:Tportunities and more emphasis on VIE

(Percentages)

Agree Don't Know Disagree Total

of One Center 65.9 Mention 15.3 18.8 100.0

Mrintion of Two Centers 54.7 14.1 31.3 100.0

Mention of Three Centers 45.8 29.2 25.0 100.0

Mention of Four or s-lorc.
Centers 50.0 40.0 10.0 100.0

No Correct Response 73.9 12.6 13.5 100.0

(N)

(176)

(64)

(24)

(10)

(ill)

Total. (385)
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".infoLmation" i_ :ems. That is, hat:2\7-22y one recall d 1n ad'iertising,

was Bost likely to agree with more eL-iphas's on VTAE .

The second n:_-.3.ationshi_D of significance is the one bct%-;,..-.2n identi-

fication of vocational youth organizations, and "High schools c iid junior

colleges should. put emphasis on job training and teellnic6.1 education

than on prz-_!p-2-,ation for a university" (Table 5.2). Again, we find no

relat5_onship between information and image. Whether one was able to make

TABLE 5.2

The relation between knowledge about
vocational youth organizations and more emphasis on VTAE

(Percentages)

Agree Don't Know Disagree Total (N)

Mention of One Group 55.8 17.5 26.7 100,0 (120)

Mention of TWo Groups 50.0 13.6 36.i 160.0 (22)

Mention of Three or
More Groups 16.7 50.0 33.3 100.0 (6)

No Correct Respuii,;e 69.8 15.9 14.3 100.0 (126)

Total
(274)

no correct response, or whether he made one correct response, the best

guess was that he agreed with more emphasis on VTAE. The single
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exception is that those who mmtioned three or ri-c:Ire groups correctly.

Here 50.0 percent reoponded undecided to the idea of mope emphasis on

VfAE.

The last relationship to be discusscz1 is between the number of

correct ment:.ons of high school youth organizations and "Vocational

education can be just as useful to I. e or my children 'as a college degree"

(Table 5.3). liere too, no relationship is found between image and

information. We should note in passing that tables were analyzed for

TABLE 5.3

The relation between knowledge about
vocational youth organizations and whether VTAE

can be as useful as a college degree

(Percentages)

".07.

Agree Don't Know Disagree Total (N)

Mention of One GrouD 68.3 11.7 20.0 100.0 (120)

Mention of Two Groups 59.1 4.5 36.4 100.0 (22)

Mention of Three or
More Groups 66.7 33.3 0.0 100.0 (6)

Program Mention Only 75.8 14.1 10.2 100.0 (128)

Total (276)
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each informtion item against each image item. Consistently, the same

pattern is presented. There is nc) relationship lIeteen 1:!Lage and

information.

Discusion

The most importdnL.thing we have had to say in this brief chapter

is that by and large, personal evaluations of Vocational educaion are

made regardless of the information level of the individual. It may, at

first seem astonishing that most of an adult sample of the state of

Florida would assess a government program such as VFAE on the basis of

scanty and mostly incomplete information, but, as a matter of fact, this

seems to be a characteristic of much of public opinion. This is a

crucial fielding. If information is unrelated to perception, then efforts

aimed at improving the general image of vocational education, which is

already positive, will have little effect on changing the depth of

content of an individual's knowledge of what vocational education is and

what it can do for him. This leads one to suspect that the television

campaign now being undertaken by VTAE on behalf of the Success program

may encounter some difficulty in effecting both the amount of information

held by the adult population of Florida and the general image of vocational

education.

We believe that the almost inescapable conclusion to be reached

here is that image oriented media work will miss the boat, so to speak,

in terms of disseminating basic information about vocational education.



We have alr:?.ady notcd that tha lime of vocational education is 'oder-

ately favorala. Nonetheless, tlkit iLage is vague and lacking in depth,

Addition.Aly, the kind of inforaltion held by our respondents was also

very ''soft" and diverse. Basically, there was little content of note

in this incarnation bacie. Again, we come back to the same conclusion

reached above: that more attention to potential client groups may well

be a better mans of conveying hard information to prospective students

in vocational programs than a mass media oriented, image type carr,pn,

Identification of these target groups may not be a particularly difficull

task in relative terms. Defining the information that should be conveyed

and the manner in which it should be conveyed is another story. We

suspect that traditional public rdations techniques may have a minimal

impact with some of the population gnoups which may -.2.11 '' VTAE's beat

targets as potential students.



CHAT-1!.1.:R

SUMARY 1F,C0=1)AYIONS

Before proceeding with the_ conclusions which can be drawn from

these data, a single caveat is in order. Simply put, we must ephasize

that a cursory reading of these conclusions is in no way intended to sup-

plant an understanding of the entire report. Social research deals with

probabilities ratiwr than precise facts. Thus, it must be clearly under-

stood that these conclusions represent dominant tendancies and Doi"

straightforward functional relationships. The extent to which this is

trur2., igain, only -c.

wit- .T1 the contex- are prestect

of

Chapter I presented (In overview of all questions contained in the

study: From this overview, some preliminary findings emerged which were

given credence throughout the report. They were

(1) The overall image of vocational education

was found to be quite positive in Florida.

(2) Levels of information about vocational

education in Florida wore found to be very

low.

96
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(3) A great deal of retieenr;e was found

in regard to p:irticipation in VTAE

programs, noLdhly E-nonj, older citizens

and housewive s. It was sugsested that

these represent potential clientele

groups which are not being reached by

current public informaL:i.ori efforts.

Chapter TI examined the question of whether any differnces

existed between the five administrative districts o: VTAE in Florida.

It was found that,

(4) Few significant differences Existed

between the districts. Wherc differc!i yes

did exist, they tended to be small, and

in a substantive sense, meaningless.

Chapter III provided a detailed analysis of perceptions about VTAE

here in Florida. Several interesting findings emerged from this chapter.

(5) When asked to define what the term

vocational education brought to mind,

individuals of higher social.status

tended to respond in concrete terms

and say that it brought either specific

skills, training or education to mind.

Lower status individuals, however, tended

to say that vocational education was
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.1 4someLling good". We suggested that

this positive respJnse may have hcen

a genera] positive reacLion to education

rather than a true evalualL:n of VTAE

based on meaningful information.

(6) Lower status individuals were found to

a greater extent than higher status

individuals, to su,port the contention

that "High schools =ind junior colleges

should puL 1:ore e,Thasis on vocaLional

and technical educLltion than on pracRrra

-Lion for university."

(7) Many people agreed that "Most people don't

have the time to enroll in vocational edu-

cation program." This tendency was more

pronounced among lower status groups than

higher status groups.

(8) Many respondents agreed that "Most people

don't have the money to enroll in vocational

education programs." This tendency was

clearly more pronounced among groups of

lower social status.

Chapter IV examined levels of information about vocational educa-

tion in Florida. Two clear findings emerged.
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(9) LoNels of specific information about

vocational education inTlorida are

dismally low.

(10) Levels of infAmation are even lower',

by a E:ip)if icant margin, airong the

of social status.

Finally, Chapter V the relationship hetweeL levels of infor-

mation about and iii.ages of VYII. Specifically, the qu-,--7t-i-cn was raised

as to .,,lether those with highri_ .levels of inforroatim woulo: have mofe

positiv imaTes of V=. It -:;as fo:Lnd that

(11) Levels of information were totally unrelated,

in any systematic way, to images of VTAE.

Recommendations

Although the data presented in this report.do not point to any

specific muLhods of employing various media to reach the public, the

following limited recommendations are made for further study and imple-

mentation under controlled testing.

We argue that the primary consideration for effective public

information programs is that of identifying "potential clientele groups"

or, in other words, "relevant publics." It is specifically these groups

to which information must be directed. Several identifiable groups have

emerged from this study. They are,
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1. l'hose with 7.or.7 incorrK2s

2. Those w!
.,.h

1(-:.7,s than hi01 school ec'lucatirs,

3. Service and manual v7 and, to a less.-!.!.'

extent, blue collar

5. HousewiY-as

6. Senior citizens

of course of group m.ay be identiiiable

college drop outs or veterans, for example, that were not con-

siderd in this study. The primary point to renK-nber, however, is that

each of the potential clientele groups identified not only may squire

extreme sensitivity to the content of information directed to them, but

also to the medium through which it is channeled. For example, consider

the case of the elementary or secondary school dropout who makes less

than $3,000 per year. Clearly, here is an individual who could greatly

benefit from participation ih some kind of VTAE programs. It is also
clear that this kind of individual is more apt than others to be out of

touch with the mainstream of American life. His lifestyle, attitudes

and levels of awareness are systematically different from those of dif

fering social status. Thus, the medium through which information is

channeled to him may also have to be systematically different than for

those of a different social status. It may be, to carry the example

further,.:that our hypothetical man must be reached on the street corner'
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.

rathl than throuslA television or DllnLeci Faxlia, Moreover, the infbr-

nation flid..1 is dixected to him must be directly r6.eva:fl: to the life

experience with which he is familiar,

This acmple, of course, ex Lends directly to each of the

pups which we have rationed, The point is, that once potential

ellentcle groups are identai be reacheu within the context

of the social. envirment in which they live,
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1. The Sample D:qign

the sa;y3e was a renrs.:2ntative cross - section of adults (ages 18

and over) from h'i:uscholds having a listing in a current telephone

directory. Each residential telephone in each of the five districts had

an equal probaLility of selection. In of that wc., could obtain at

least 100 interviews in each district,. Districts I, II and III were

sampled at twice the rate of Districts IV and V.

A multi- stage design was used. In the initial stage, a systematic

sample of telephone pages was selected in each of the five districts.

The telephone pages in each district were listed for selection in an

order which automatically stratified the towns, cities, etc., both by

percentage urban population and by percentage non-white. A say 1e of

printing spaces was then selected from the sample pages. Telephone

numbers having the first line of their listing contained in the selected

printing space came into the sample. In the final stage of sampling, a

respondent was selected randomly from among adults in the household with

an objective procedure developed by Leslie Kish.

Probability sampling was strictly employed throughout the selection

procedure. At each stage of selection, each sampling unit had a known

probability of selection. Specifically, the probability of selecting a

currently listed telephone number was equal to the probability of selecting

.th
the page times the probability of selecting the jth printing line.
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2. Characteristics of Inco-Jolete Ink:rviews

In order that at .2 cast 10-.1 4..nt-:,!rviis would be completed in each
district, w3 oversaJmied each district by appl:oximately fifty percent.
In all over 1200 telephcnc: nu:nbers selected for contact. Of tly.!Gc,

630 interview 1..To-i'e complete and usable. To create an unbiased sample

of the entini state, District IV and V were weighed by a factor of 1,

giving a weighted .N.--of 698. The non-completion rates and the masons

for non-completion are shown in the tables below.

DISTRICT I

Reason Incom Dlete Percentage of Total Interviews

Non resident
7.8

Business Telephone
11.5

Phone Out of Service
7.8

Rings but no Answer (over five calls) 5.7

Unable to Contact Correct Respondent 3.6

Refused
8.4

Other
1.5

Total Non-copletion Rate 46.3



DISTRICT

Reasm IncomDlete

Non r-2sident

Business Telr,-)hne

Phone Out of Service

Rings but no Answer (over five calls)

Unable to Cultact Com:et Respondent

Refused

'Other

A-3

Percentac of Total Intevicws

5.5

4.3

7.3

1.1.7

9.0

12.4

Total Non-completion Rate 43.6

DISTRICT III

Reason Incomnlete Percentage of Total Interviews

Non-resident

Business Telephon

Phone Out of Service

Rings but no AsWer (over five calls)

2.5

5.4

15.5

3.6

Unable to Contact Corr7nt Respondent 7.2

Refused 14.1

Other 5.1

Total Non-completion Rate 53,4



DISTRICT IV

Reason Inc=letc

Non-resident

PL-iinss Telcps

Phmc Out of Service

Rings but no Answer (over five calls)

Percent of Total Interviews

6.9

3.8

5.7

10.5

Unable to Contact Correct Respondent 9.2

Refused 20.3

Other 2.8

Total Non-completion Rate 59.4

DISTRICT V

Reason Incomplete Percentage of Total Interviews

Non-resident 10.6

Business Telephone 2.0

Phone Out of Service 9.8

Rings but no Answer 7.3

Unable to Contact Correct Respondent 10.3

Refused 20:2

Other 4.0

Total. Non-completion Rate 64.2
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2. Have you c any other
taken part in an occuEtion,-i

_tamily ever

Drop,ram?

0 Don't }maw ( ) To question 3

3. - Yes ( )

2 - No ( ) Go to question 3

2a. What kind of training was that? (Get specific programs

if possible)

B-1

01 - Junior College program
02 - \ITAT, program ()flier than Junior College

03 - On the job training, apprenticeship, etc., don't

know field
04 - Training in a specific field

05 - Training of some other kind

06 No response, refused, etc.

07 - Not applicable

3. Generally speaking, what comes to your mind when you think of
vocational education? ('robe for specifics here)

01 - Specific trades or skills
02 - Training in general; education in general.

03 - State and local government training programs

04 - Federal training programs
05 - Government training programsdon't know whether

Federal or State or Local

06 - Specific vocational schools
07 - General positive reaction
08 - General negative reaction
09 - Takes place of college
10 - High school programs
11 - General reference to work
12 - Private school or training including on the job

training
13 - Other
14 - Nothing, no response, don't know, etc.



4. Have you seen 0-1

here in Florida?

13-2

tising ahout vocational education

0 - Dont' know ( ) Go to question 5
1 - Yes ( )

2 No ( ) Go-to qustion 5

4a. Where did you see or hoar this advertising?

0 Don't know ( )

1 - Television ( )

2 - Radio ( )

3 - Newspaper ( )

4 - Billboard (
5 - Other
6 - Not :Ipplicable

7 - Combination of media

4b. Do you recall anything that was stressed in this advertising?

01 - Recalled specific trade as being stressed
02 - Recalled specific vocational education school as

being stressed
03 - General mention of school as being stressed
04 - Recalled that training or education was stressed,

dropouts or others
05 - Recalled that government programs were stressed
06 - Recalled that career or personal advancement were

stressed
07 - Other.

08 - No, nothing,. no response, etc.
09 - Not applicable

5. Have you ever heard of a group or organization called Success?

0 - Don't remember ( ) To question 6
1 - Yes ( )

2 - No ( ) Skip to question 6



Sa. Whore did you hear about it?

0 -- Dont' know ( )

1 - Television ( )

2 - Radio ( )

3 - Newspaper (.)
4 - Billboard ( )

5 - Other

5b. lb you recall what this group does?

B- 3

6. Are there any opportunities for vocational education in the area
where you live?

0 - Don't know ( ) To question 7'

1 - Yes ( )

2 -. No ( ) To question 7

6a. Can you tell me what some of them are?

01 - Mention of one training center
02 - Mention of two training centers
03 - Mention of three training centers
04 - Mention of four or more training centers
97 - Mention of programs--don't know where
98 - No response, don't know, refused, etc.

7. How about Florida in general, would you say that there are very
many opportunities for vocational education here?

0 - Don't know ( ) To question 8

1 - Yes ( )

2 - No ( ) Go to question 8



7a. Can you tell me Vhat some of them are?

)3_4

01 - Mention of one training center

02 - Mention of two traininF, centers

03 - Mention of three training centers
04 - Mention of four or more training centers

97 Mention of programs--don't knew where

98 - No response, don't know, refused, etc.

8. Have you ever personally considered entering some kind of

vocational program?

0 - Don't know--No answer ( ) To question 9

1 - Yes ( )

2 No ( )

8a. Could you tell me why you have considered a vocational education

program?

01 - To acquire or improve skills
02 - General improvement of self
03 - General improvement of job or pay opportunities

04 - Just interested, no particular reason

05 - Finish school or get more education

06 - Other
07 Not applicable (No to 8)

8b. Could.you tell me why you have not considered a vocational, education

program?

01 - Never thought about it

02 Lack of time or money

03 - Have a job or skill already

04 In college or went to college

05 - Generally felt no desire or need

06. - Housewife
07 - Knows of no opportunities in the area

08 - Feels is too old
09 - Other
10 Not applicable
99 - No response (Not included in tabular report)
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O. Would you say that: vocationril clcation programs are for young
only, adults only, or for both?people

0 - Don't know ( )

1 Young only ( )

2 Adults only ( )

3 Both ( )

10. aan people in vocational education programs go to college?

0 - Don't know ( )

1 - Yes ( )

2 - No ( )

11. Have you ever heard of any vocational youth organizations for high

school students for example?

Ila. Which ones?

0 - Don't know ( ) To question 12

1 - Yes ( )

2 - No ( )

01 - Named one organization, correctly
02 - Named two organizations correctly
03 - Named three or more organizations correctly
97 - No correct response
98 - No response
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NOW I NAVL ICY STAn..11nTS THAT PLOPLE MAKE /1105r VOCATIONAL
EDUCAlION. I'D 1,IKE ycu TO TELL MT: Wili:TaR YOU AGREE OR DISPDEE WEH
'111L1.

12. High schools and junior col) should put more emphasis on job
training F:nd technical education than on preparation for a
university.

0 - No answer ( )

1,- Ag=! )

2 - Undecided or con't know ( )

3 - Disagree ( )

13. Most people don't have the time to enroll in vocational education
progras.

0 - No answer ( )

1 - Agree ( )

2 - Undecided or (!on't -know ( )

3 - Disagree ( )

lq. Most people don't have the money to enroll invocational education
programs.

0 - No answer ( )

1 - Agree ( )

2 - Undecided or don't .1low ( )

3 - Disagree

15. Vocational education can be just as u eful to me or my children as
a college degree.

0 - No answer ( )

1 Agree ( )

2 - Undecided or don't know ( )

3 -.Disagree ( )

16. Having vocational training does not really improve chances for job
success.

0 - No answer (
1 - Agre C )

2 Undecided or (1-_.,n't kmag ( )

3 - Disagree ( )
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1. Yfleational educes helps pccple get jobs with better. pay.

0- No answer ( )

1 - ( )

2 - Undecided or don't know ( )

3 - Disagree ( )

18 L,eter people get to be middJe aged, enrolr..n, in sane vocational
or job tru.ining program is simply out of the question.

0 - No answer ( )

1 - Agree ( )

2 - Undecided or .don't know ( )

3 - Disagree

19. have been asking you questions about job training programs.
Some people. call these Vocational Education, some call them
Occupational Education, and some call them Career Education:
Which would you prefer to call their?

0 - No response ( )

1 - Vocational Education ( )

2 - Occupational Education ( )

3 - Career Education ( )

4 - Don't know ( )

A. FINALLY, I HAVE TO CHECK A FD,,1 ITO'S THAT HELP US CLASSIFY VARIOUS'
-&.E.UPS OF PEOPLE.

20- Is there a TV set in your house?
0 - No response ( )

1 - Yes ( )

2 No ( )

21. Your sex is . . .

0 - Refused ( )

1 - Male ( )

2 - Female ( )

22. And your age . .

(Write in)
00 - Refused ( )



23. Yur Two?

0 Refused ( )

1 - White ( )

2 - Black ( )

3 - Other ( )

24. Vtiat is the last grade of school. you completed?

(Write in)

00 - Refuscd ( )

25. And your occupation?

(Write in)

00 - Refus6a ( )

2G. And finally is your family income

0 - Refused

1 - Less than $3,000 ( )

2 - Between $3,000 and $6,000 ( )

3 - Between $6,000 and $10,000 ( )

4 - Between $10,000 and $15,000 ( )

5 -- Over $15,000 ( )


